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Abstract
User-perceived software quality is subjective, and thus diﬃcult to be measured. Its importance however in
user-centric, web-based systems such as e-commerce systems is huge. How can one measure the subjective?
Metrics are one of the most powerful weapons in the arsenal for measuring quality. For such a weapon to
be put in good use, guidelines for use should be available. In this paper we present a model based on metametrics that suggests what metrics should be used in what way and how, when evaluating an e-commerce
system.
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1

Introduction

User acceptance is one of the driving forces behind the success of modern ecommerce systems and especially Business to Consumer systems (B2C). Quality
from the user’s point of view is “the combination of product attributes which prove
the greatest satisfaction to a speciﬁed user” [1]. But how can one measure quality
when the user population is vast and highly heterogeneous? This is the case of ecommerce systems’ quality where there are diﬀerent perceptions of quality. Quality
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is subjective, however attempts to provide useful tools for measuring (or evaluating)
it, are available. ISO standards such as ISO9126, albeit general, can be used for
evaluating e-commerce systems quality providing some insights on user-perceived
quality. ISO9126 is more a guideline on what makes a software of good quality
rather on how to develop it to be of good quality. This is a large diﬀerence that
has attracted some criticism concerning its applicability (and validity) on behalf of
developers [2,3]. But ISO serves its purpose since by deﬁnition it provides general
guidelines. The real power of ISO9126 is its external metrics. Metrics measure
quality; external metrics measure quality for those modules of a software (excluding internal sub-systems e.g. such as back-oﬃce applications) that are visible to the
user - the user being the client of a B2C system; they are as objective as it gets since
they take values corresponding to the quality characteristic they measure. But the
mere existence of metrics does not solve the problem of subjectivity in evaluating
the quality of an e-commerce system. Although there is a plethora of general web
metrics, the vast majority is not suitable for e-commerce evaluation since they are
too general (they do not take into account the speciﬁcs of e-commerce design) or
have a limited scope [4]. There are also no explicit guidelines on how to use them.
The question of how to use metrics for evaluation can be broken down into the three
following questions:
•

the “where”: which metrics should be used to evaluate which parts of an ecommerce system?

•

the “how”: how web metrics can be related with end user’s perception of quality?

•

the “which”: which metrics should be used for what (evaluation) purpose?

An initial categorization of metrics according to speciﬁc e-commerce processes (the
where) is provided in [4,5]. One way to answer the “how”, is to map the metrics
to ISO9126 characteristics and sub-characteristics as implied in [6,7]. The “which”,
goes directly to the heart of the usefulness of the metric: its contribution to the
understanding (or calculation) of the overall quality of the software. The very nature
of a metric can be evaluated by meta-metrics. Meta-metrics represent diﬀerent
aspects of the measurement procedure like automation, measurement issues and
reliability of provided measures.
In this paper we extend the model presented in [8] to provide a set of metametrics for evaluating metrics used in e-commerce system evaluation. Meta-metric
values constitute a framework for using these metrics properly when evaluating
such software increasing the reliability and accuracy of the evaluation process and
decreasing costs and measurement bias. The goal of the framework is not to provide
a tool for the assessment of the metrics per se (which metric is the best) but rather a
guideline on which metrics to use to validate which part of an e-commerce system.
The contribution of this research lays in the uniqueness of the framework that
although theoretical, it constitutes a step towards a better understanding of the
proper use of external metrics.
The structure of this work is as follows: in section 2 we revisit previous works
on web-metrics and quality evaluation models while in 3 we present our extended
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version of the model. Section 4 presents an application scenario and section 5 a
proposal of how to conﬁgure the model for diﬀerent usage scenarios. Finally we
conclude in section 6.

2

Web metrics and quality evaluation

Software measurement assigns numbers or symbols to attributes with the goal to
describe them as accurately as possible. Measurements are conducted by using
metrics. “A metric is an empirical assignment of a value to an entity aiming to
describe a speciﬁc characteristic of this entity” [9]. Web metrics are metrics that
measure software that is web based. Metrics are assigned a value that can be
arithmetic, Boolean or a symbol. For example, a metric measuring the total number
of images in a web page takes integer values while a metric measuring the existence
or not of an advanced search engine takes Boolean values.
Measuring metrics for B2C e-commerce is important. Especially in e-commerce
systems where the high quality of services is one way to keep users revisiting the web
site; this can be assured when quality is deﬁnable and measurable. Diﬀerent processes and metrics have been proposed in order to measure the quality of e-commerce
systems. By measuring the performance of E-commerce system processes it is possible to implement diﬀerent business policies and tactics. Web site design strategies
and models propose diﬀerent metrics to support e-commerce system success and
assess the quality of e-commerce systems.
The problem of identifying the factors that determine end-user perceived quality
in software systems is not new. This is not the case with other on-line software systems. Designing a successful B2C system requires a bullet-proof underling business
process workﬂow, or in other words fulﬁlment of speciﬁc functional requirements.
The latter, and quality in general, is often underestimated especially at the ﬁrst
stages of the system design/development.
Quality is important and can be examined from two diﬀerent perspectives: from
the developer’s and the end-user’s point of view. The developer-centered perspective
explains and predicts consumer’s acceptance of e-commerce systems by examining
the technical speciﬁcations of a system. These technical speciﬁcations include both
technological infrastructure and services. Developers may use web metrics to measure the quality of the services provided to the end user. End user, especially in B2C
systems, sets the quality attributes that inﬂuence shopping decisions. Undoubtedly,
in order to ensure the production of high quality e-commerce systems, it is important to be able to assess the quality of B2C systems from the point of the user as
well. Quality is by default linked with the end-user’s perception of quality. So the
question arises: how can one evaluate B2C systems using metrics and deﬁne the
extent to which they meet end-users’ requirements? To this end, it is necessary to
provide a framework for assessing B2C system quality, a framework which combines
web metrics of diﬀerent types based on a formal standard. There are several reasons
for using web metrics for such a cause. A metric is measurements of some property
of a piece of software or its speciﬁcations, a subjective factor since a value can be
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assigned to it. In this work we refer to metrics applied to an e-commerce system as
seen from the end-user point of view; for example number of colours used or number
of clicks needed to reach the description of a product. Since the interface of the
application at hand is based on World Wide Web technology, we call these metrics,
web metrics.
Web metrics are not subjective; they are generally understandable by both developers and users; and most importantly as we sought to demonstrate in this work,
they can be mapped to quality characteristics and sub-characteristics of formal quality standards like ISO9126. They are a means to be as objective as possible in a
subjective matter such as quality. Although the use of individual or even sets of
metrics may not always give the correct image of an e-commerce system, their use
within a framework may yield better results. Thus, using objective measures of
software under a framework, we approach a result that is considered to be reached
subjectively. This is the goal of this work. We believe that this is an area that has
not been researched adequately.
There is a breadth of diﬀerent categories of web metrics but none of them besides
the ones in [4] are e-commerce speciﬁc. Some relevant proposals (in the sense that
they address web systems measurement) are those addressing web usability [10, 11]
and usability guidelines [12]. In the metrics arena, a wide range of general web
metrics has been proposed; the characteristic works of Mendes et al. [13-17] and
Olsina et al. [18] total over than 250 web metrics. Dhyani [19] has also proposed
a web classiﬁcation framework for determining how the classiﬁed metrics can be
applied in the improvement web information access and use.
Usually, metrics are evaluated using measurement theory and/or empirical data.
These methods however are best suited for internal metrics. The use of meta-metrics
for the evaluation of metrics is a novel method. A similar method was introduced
by Weyuker in [21] where nine properties (or meta-metrics) were introduced and
used for evaluating popular internal metrics of software. This method was used in
a number of works for assessing newly introduced internal metrics in the following
years. Kitchenham et al. [22] and Schneidewind in [23] propose metric-evaluation
frameworks to validate software metrics. Although they address Object-Oriented
internal metrics their approach is interesting because the validation process integrates quality factors, metrics and quality functions. To the best of our knowledge,
besides [8] there are no other works that use meta-metrics to measure external
metrics of software and in particular web applications.

3

The meta-metrics evaluation model

3.1

The scope of the model

The proposed meta-metrics are used for evaluating the e-commerce application
based on speciﬁc performance characteristics of the metrics themselves. These characteristics are divided into ten categories (the actual meta-metrics). Although the
meta-metrics categorization provides an evaluation of metrics, the goal of this evaluation is not to criticize the actual usefulness of the metrics. This would be highly
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subjective and theoretical since it is diﬃcult to gather practical data to support
such claims. The goal of the framework is to assist evaluation experts in the use
of the appropriate metrics for evaluating the quality of B2C systems. This means
that the framework should be able to “answer” to questions such as which metrics
should be used to evaluate what, for what evaluation purpose, bearing in mind that
the evaluation procedure is taking place under certain conditions (or restraints).
The “which” part of this question requires the identiﬁcation of meta-metrics
that measure the usefulness of metrics in the evaluation of speciﬁc parts of a B2C
system, or more generally their eﬀectiveness when measuring data or process quality.
For example, a web metric measuring the number of images in a page is strongly
data-related. A metric measuring the steps required to complete a purchase is
strongly process-oriented. Some metrics have a mixed nature. For example a metric
measuring the number of internal links is both data-related (it measures the nodes
of the underlying web site) and process-oriented (usually the pages the present
the products of a B2C site are situated in the lower levels of the structure). The
decomposition to data-related and process-related metrics (through the appropriate
meta-metric) may sound simplistic however frameworks with increased complexity
tend to be unusable (just like complex B2C systems;).
The conditions under which the evaluation process takes place is highly important. Theoretically speaking, in order to get the most accurate evaluation results
one would need to have enough resources (time, money and the appropriate user
group) all the appropriate tools and use several techniques to cross-check or complement the results. In real life this is not the case with most evaluations. As with
the development of software, resources are limited and thus quality is inevitably affected, the same holds somewhat in reverse: software cannot be evaluated precisely
as far as its external quality is concerned. Meta-metrics that specify which metrics
are suitable for which evaluation process are thus necessary.
An important part of the question is linked to the perception of quality by
the users. Subjectivity is inevitably present in various forms in the vast majority
of external metrics. Diﬀerent users may assign diﬀerent values to a metric not
because they are wrong but because the metric has diﬀerent interpretations or its
measurement scale favours variations.
Finally, there is another parameter that needs to be considered during the evaluation process. This concerns the quality target of the evaluation. Just like there
was a need to use metrics that are suitable to speciﬁc parts of a B2C system, there
is a similar need to have a targeted evaluation: what is the quality characteristic
that is evaluated? Usually the whole quality of the system is under evaluation. The
ﬁnal result of the evaluation should be calculated using the combined evaluation results for each quality characteristic (and sub-characteristic) of the system. ISO9126
provides a detailed structure of these characteristics although it does not mention
how much each one contributes to the total quality. There should be a distinction
of which metrics measure the quality of which characteristic of ISO9126. The relation between metrics and external quality characteristics is mostly one to many.
However, there are strong relationships that need to be considered and there weaker
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that can be ignored without much damage (and with the advantage of making the
framework easier to use). So there is a need for meta-metrics that measure these
relationships and provide a rough categorization of the metrics.
3.2

Deﬁning the meta-metrics

The framework uses ten diﬀerent meta-metrics that cover diﬀerent aspects of the
measurement procedure. The ﬁrst ﬁve have already been proposed in [8]. The
rest are newly introduced. In the rest of this section we are going to describe
these metrics. We use capital letters in parenthesis to ease future reference to the
corresponding meta-metrics.
•

Measurement Scale (MS). Diﬀerent metrics may be assigned values in diﬀerent
scales. Such scales are: nominal, ordinal, interval, ratio and absolute. Usually,
metrics of nominal or ordinal scale cannot be used as easily as metrics on ratio or
on absolute scale. For example, a metric that evaluates the accuracy of the search
engine of a B2C system as “fair” is of little use since it does not reveal much
detail about the actual quality advantages or disadvantages of this particular
component. On the other hand, metrics that use scales reveal more information:
a metric that counts the pictures on a product page shows indirectly whether the
system provides the users with alternative views of the product.

•

Measurement Independence (MI). This is a measure of the ability of a metric to
oﬀer the same result (measurement) when measured by diﬀerent types of users.
Some metrics may be interpreted diﬀerently by the evaluators or the target group
that participates in the evaluation process. For example, a metric that counts
the links in a page has a high degree of independence while a metric that uses a
Likert scale may have signiﬁcant variations. This meta-metric is related to the
MS meta-metric since the measurement scale aﬀects independence. But there
are other parameters that aﬀect it as well such as the clarity of deﬁnition of the
metric, the degree of its applicability to the speciﬁc component/service of the
system etc.

•

Automation (AU). This is a measure of the eﬀort required to measure the metric
using a tool. The measurement of some metrics (like the link count) may be
automated using web page analysers. Other metrics cannot be measured automatically and actual human eﬀort needs to be used. For example, the number of
background colours in a page can be easily measured by software (by analysing
the underlying code of the page) but the reputation of the organization that
produced the web page can only be evaluated by a human expert.

•

Simplicity (SI). This is a measure of the clarity of the metric’s deﬁnition. It
examines how easily this deﬁnition can be understood and facilitate actions in
the evaluation plan. For example, the metric that count images on a page does
not deﬁne which type of images should be counted. Should one count logos,
advertisements, navigation images and product images and more importantly do
all these types of images are of the same signiﬁcance when it comes to measuring
quality? (speaking in quality terms, is it the same when a product page does not
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provide an image of the product and when it does not depict a logo.)
•

Accuracy (AC). Does the metric actually measure what is supposed to be measured? and how the metric is related to the abstract software characteristics or
factors to be measured. These meta-metrics have already been proposed in [8].
We add the following meta-metrics in the framework:

•

Cost (CO). It refers to the cost of using the metrics for evaluation. Some metrics
are easy to measure so the cost in eﬀort is small. Others are more costly since
they involve many parameters that must be combined to extract the value of the
metric. This meta-metric is associated to the AU meta-metric since theoretically
automated metrics are less costly to calculate.

•

Evaluation (EVAL). This meta-metric is associated with the type of the measurement process: user related metrics are calculated using a corpus of users that are
providing their input either during a laboratory experiment (controlled environment) or at home (uncontrolled environment). Ideally the measurements should
not diﬀer, but they usually do. This is due to the psychological parameters that
aﬀect the users mainly in a controlled environment (e.g. the feeling of being
watched).

•

User Type (UT). The kind of user involved in the calculation of the value of a
metric. This meta-metric is similar to the Target Audience parameter in ISO/IEC
9126-2 guidelines [20]. For some metrics there is a requirement that developers
and users participate in their calculation. In others only evaluators must participate. So there is diﬀerent participation in the target group that calculates a
metric. This meta-metric is associated with CO since the larger the target group,
the more costly the process of setting a value to a metric.

•

Target (TA). A metric may measure either data (data metric) or a process within
an e-commerce system (process metric). Most metrics belong to one of these
categories but there are some metrics (e.g. those that are associated with the
web structure of the system) that belong to both categories.

•

Persuasion (PE). Metrics are directly associated to one or more quality subcharacteristics of ISO9126. ISO/IEC 9126-2 assumes a direct association for its
metrics. If a metric is associated with one (external) sub-characteristic then it is
focused and more reliable. It is also not suited for general use, but for targeted
one (this may increase usage cost of the metric - CO). If a metric is associated
with more than one sub-characteristic then it provides a less accurate measure
of the system’s quality since it is more diﬃcult to measure reliably many thinks
at the same time. We consider this to be a general rule that has exceptions.
On the other hand, the calculation of such a metric, provides more information
about system quality simultaneously (one value has many diﬀerent meanings when
interpreted with respect to the corresponding sub-characteristics). In general,
metrics are associated with more than one sub-characteristic. But there is a
diﬀerence in a situation where there is an association to two sub-characteristics
to that of more than two. So this meta-metric actually clusters the metrics into
more than two distinct categories: the ones associated with one, two and three
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sub-characteristics.
In conclusion the extended model we propose has 10 meta-metrics which evaluate
the use of e-commerce related metrics.
3.3

Assigning values

For examining the connection between web metrics and quality characteristics we
use “+” for metrics that can be used in order to provide measures for each quality
characteristic.
For examining measurement scale (MS) we use two symbols “+” and “-”. The
“-” characterizes metrics that oﬀer results on absolute, ration and interval scale,
while “+” characterizes metrics on nominal and ordinal scale.
Similarly, measurements’ independence, (MI) we use “+” for metrics that are
always measured in the same way and “-” for metrics that their data collection may
vary according to each case.
For the automation (AU) easiness, we use “+” for metrics that are automated
easily, “=” for metrics that require signiﬁcant eﬀort to be automated and “-”, for
metrics that cannot be automated.
For assigning values to the simplicity meta-metric (SI), three symbols are used:
“+” for very well deﬁned metrics, “=” for fairly deﬁned metrics and “-” for metrics
that are diﬃcult to be understood, interpreted and related to external software
characteristics. Finally, the symbols “+” and “-” are also used for accuracy (AC).
For the CO meta-metric we use the simple scale low, medium and large coded
using the symbols “-”, “=” and “+” respectively.
For the EVAL meta-metric we use the “+” for the need of controlled environment
to make measures and “-” for an uncontrolled one. The “=” value is assigned in the
case where the measurement method does not aﬀect the metric’s value. For the UT
meta-metric we use a set of values including expert, mixed and novice. The ﬁrst
value denotes a target group that includes evaluation experts and/or developers
and is represented by the value “+”. The mixed value may also contain users in a
large percentage and it is represented by “=”. Finally the novice value denotes a
user-only target group and it is represented by the symbol “-”.
For the TA meta-metric there are two distinct values: data metric (we use the
“-” symbol) and process metric (we use the “+” symbol).
Finally for the PE meta-metric we use the symbol “+” for metrics that are
associated with more than two sub-characteristics, “=” for those that are associated
with two and “-” with one.
It must be noted that the values assumed for these meta-metrics are representative. It is possible to use more detailed scales that are much more close to reality.
For the shake of simplicity and in order to demonstrate the use of our method, we
choose the simplest possible values.
It must also be noted that the use of the “+” and “-” symbols for all metametrics was used for uniformity purposes and that these symbols do not have any
other special meaning besides the one that we described earlier.
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Fig. 1. A set of web metrics suitable for e-commerce evaluation

In the following section we will exhibit the use of this model with the help of an
application scenario.

4

An application scenario

Let us now consider the following set of metrics which were picked from the literature
review in section 2. Figure 1 presents these metrics assigning to them a short name.
These metrics are evaluated using the 10 meta-metrics describe previously. The
values are assigned usually by a group of evaluation experts. We expect minor
diﬀerences in the results of this evaluation when diﬀerent expert groups are used.
The result of this evaluation is depicted in ﬁgure 2. We also map the chosen metrics
to the four external quality characteristics of ISO9126, namely to Functionality
(F), Usability (U), Eﬃciency (E) and Reliability (R). Functionality refers to a set
of functions and speciﬁed properties that satisfy stated or implied needs. Usability
is deﬁned as a set of attributes that bear on the eﬀort needed for the use of a
product or service, based on the individual assessment of such use by a stated or
implied set of users. Eﬃciency is deﬁned as the capability of the system to provide
appropriate performance, relative to the amount of resources used, under stated
conditions. Finally, Reliability is the quality characteristic that refers to a set of
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Fig. 2. An evaluation of metrics using the meta-metrics.

attributes that bear on the capability of software to maintain its performance level
under stated conditions for a stated period of time. Figure 3 depicts the results.

Fig. 3. Mapping of metrics to quality characteristics.

From the results depicted in ﬁgures 1 and 2, we conclude that these metrics
are well deﬁned; they are measurement independent but the measurement of some
of them is not easily automated. So most of them are costly to use. Some of
the metrics are mapped to more than one quality characteristic (for example BLC
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is related to the Reliability sub-characteristic of ISO9126 while IBL is mapped to
both the Functionality and Reliability characteristics). Most of the metrics are
data-metrics, some of them are mixed (they are data metrics with an impact to at
least one of the processes of the B2C system). Besides HOS and NFV, all the other
metrics require the participation of experts during their measurement.
The data organisation as depicted in the ﬁgures alone can answer questions of
the type: “which metric measures the Functionality of the B2C system with low
cost and accuracy?” or “which metrics should be used when a user target group is
only available to participate in the evaluation?”.
It is obvious that there is a limitation in the number of question parameters when
using tables for answering similar questions. However, the information to answer
more complex questions is present. By coding the knowledge of the tables into an
ontology it would be possible to solve the problem with the use of the appropriate
reasoning mechanism.

5

Evaluation modes

As with metrics, meta-metrics ought to have diﬀerent impact as far as their importance is concerned. Evaluating the importance of meta-metrics is subjective; depending on the application scenario, diﬀerent importance weights can be assigned.
In the simplest scenario each meta-metric is of equal importance. The literature
does not provide a weighted categorisation of web metrics, that is there is no model
to date that answers the core question: which web metrics are the best for web
site assessment? In our case this is also a fundamental question that is not easy
to answer: which meta-metrics are best to evaluate B2C related metrics? One way
to obtain a weight is to perform a survey where experts evaluate the use of metametrics in the evaluation of a number of B2C systems. But again the results can be
criticised as being biased. In our opinion the “one solution ﬁts all” approach is not
proper. The importance of metrics and meta-metrics is user dependent. In order to
attack this problem we propose three conﬁguration modes (weight assignments to
meta-metrics) which depend on the evaluation scenario at hand. These three modes
adhere to speciﬁc values of the following parameters: detail, eﬀort and viewpoint
(ﬁgure 4).

Fig. 4. Indicative values for the basic parameters of the three conﬁguration modes

The values are indicative for the shake of simplicity. Further decomposition
is possible. According to these values we foresee three basic conﬁgurations of the
framework.
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Mode 1- Crude: fast with relatively low accuracy. In this mode, the parameters
have the following values:
•

Detail= Low

•

Eﬀort=Low

•

Viewpoint=User

This mode is used when a fast evaluation process needs to take place with the
provision of minimum resources.
Mode 2 - Medium: medium speed, medium accuracy where:
•

Detail= High

•

Eﬀort=Low

•

Viewpoint=User or Developer

In this mode, increased accuracy is needed while keeping the resources needed
at a low point. This mode requires micro-management of the meta-metric values
and can be achieved (theoretically) with the use of diﬀerent value combinations.
Mode 3- Expert: Slow with maximum accuracy. A combination of values could
be the following:
•

Detail= High

•

Eﬀort=High

•

Viewpoint=Mixed

This mode ideally ensures maximum accuracy in the evaluation of quality but
with the cost of speed and the need for more resources than the other two modes.
It must be noted that in the deﬁnition of these three modes we assumed that when
we increase the accuracy, the evaluation process tends to be slower. This is due
to the larger number of metrics needed for the evaluation. Figure 5 presents the
indicative values of meta-metrics in each one of the three modes.

Fig. 5. Meta-metrics’ indicative values for the three conﬁguration modes

It is obvious that in each mode, only a sub-set of the available metrics is chosen
for the evaluation. What happens to the rest of them? If they are no to be used
then possibly valuable information may be lost. In Mode 1, this is a price that must
be paid for the shake of speed. In Mode-3, it is possible to include more metrics
perhaps for cross-checking the results.
The perfect combination of metrics (the smallest set of metrics that achieves
the best possible results) is an open research issue. The purpose of the diﬀerent
modes is to follow a path towards realistic use of external metrics in an evaluation
process. The conﬁguration of the framework does not guarantee completeness for
the evaluation process and its validity needs to be examined using practical data.
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However, we believe that this is a step that needs to be taken.

6

Conclusions

Quality evaluation of B2C e-commerce systems can take a numerical form by using
metrics. B2C systems, being web based may be evaluated in terms of quality by web
metrics. However not all web metrics are suitable for such an evaluation. Moreover,
not all metrics are suitable for measuring any given quality aspect of software. Using
meta-metrics, we provide a method that gives an insight on which metrics should
be used where and how.
The results of our work is a step towards understanding on how e-commerce
systems can be measured qualitatively by metrics. It provides an extendable tool
useful for evaluation experts and developers alike. We believe that this is a step
towards more eﬀective measurements of e-commerce systems quality.
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